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Multiple Response Optimization for Higher
Dimensions in Factors and Responses
Lu Lu,a Jessica L. Chapmanb and Christine M. Anderson-Cookc*†
When optimizing a product or process with multiple responses, a two-stage Pareto front approach is a useful strategy to
evaluate and balance trade-offs between different estimated responses to seek optimum input locations for achieving the
best outcomes. After objectively eliminating non-contenders in the ﬁrst stage by looking for a Pareto front of superior
solutions, graphical tools can be used to identify a ﬁnal solution in the second subjective stage to compare options and
match with user priorities. Until now, there have been limitations on the number of response variables and input factors that
could effectively be visualized with existing graphical summaries. We present novel graphical tools that can be more easily
scaled to higher dimensions, in both the input and response spaces, to facilitate informed decision making when
simultaneously optimizing multiple responses. A key aspect of these graphics is that the potential solutions can be ﬂexibly
sorted to investigate speciﬁc queries, and that multiple aspects of the solutions can be simultaneously considered.
Recommendations are made about how to evaluate the impact of the uncertainty associated with the estimated response
surfaces on decision making with higher dimensions. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction
alancing multiple responses to optimize a product or process is a common problem in a wide array of engineering and
manufacturing ﬁelds.1–7 Some strategies used to strike this balance, such as the desirability function (DF) approach of Derringer
and Suich,1 produce a single optimal solution by combining the multiple responses into a single metric that is based on
subjective user inputs. On the other hand, a Pareto front (PF) approach for optimizing multiple responses (for example, refer to Refs.
8–11) identiﬁes an objective set of solutions that are not inferior to any other solutions. Lu et al.12 describe how to use Pareto frontiers
as part of a two-stage decision-making process. This process ﬁrst identiﬁes an objective set of non-inferior solutions, which constitutes
the PF, and then allows users to make a ﬁnal selection that matches their priorities by strategically quantifying the impacts of
subjective user inputs. The method was ﬁrst proposed for generating computer-optimized design based on multiple criteria,12 and
then was successfully adapted for a variety of applications in design optimization13–15 and reliability analysis.16 A more general
paradigm expands the approach to deﬁne–measure–reduce–combine–select (DMRCS),17 which provides a structured roadmap for
individual or team decision making. This approach can be thought of as being analogous to the deﬁne–measure–analyze–
improve–control process for structured problem solving. The deﬁne and measure steps ensure that the optimization is over the right
criteria with data on which the decision-maker can have conﬁdence. The reduce step connects with the objective stage of the twostage process, which eliminates non-contenders, while the combine and select steps involve using some of the tools and approaches
from the second subjective stage to make measures on difference scales more comparable and to identify ﬁnal choices that most
closely match the users’ priorities. Chapman et al.18 illustrate how to use the two-stage PF approach in multiple response optimization
to ﬁnd the optimal operating conditions for a chemical process with two input factors and three response variables. This approach
involves approximating the estimated response surfaces based on a grid of input values, identifying the Pareto frontier of
non-dominated solutions, and then strategically incorporating subjective user choices to narrow down the set of possible solutions
to a ﬁnal decision on the best input value.
A consideration that often gets overlooked when simultaneously optimizing multiple responses is the uncertainty in the estimated
parameters when ﬁtting the response models, which can be affected by the shape of the response surfaces, the natural variability
associated with the different responses as well as where the data were collected for ﬁtting the models. Ignoring this uncertainty could
potentially lead to sub-optimal input factor choices that do not perform well in practice and over-conﬁdence about how reproducible
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the results and optimization are. Chapman et al.19 describe how to incorporate this uncertainty into the PF decision-making process,
and Chapman et al.20 examine how the varied amount of variability in the response variables can impact the Pareto optimal solutions.
The graphical tools in the PF approach play a very important role in understanding the impact of user preferences and inputs, and
hence are crucial in facilitating informed decision making.12,18,19 However, the existing graphical tools are suitable for only relatively
small numbers of input and response variables, which have limited the application and adaptation of the general methodology for
larger scale problems. The main goal of this paper is to develop new graphical summaries that scale well to higher dimensions to
equip the PF decision-making approach with more powerful tools that can help broaden its application in broader contexts. Because
visualization in higher dimensions is often problematic, a key aspect of the new graphics is that the potential solutions can be sorted
in multiple ways to investigate speciﬁc queries, and that several relevant aspects of the solutions can be simultaneously considered.
The tools are currently implemented in R and are available from the authors by request. The sorting provides a way to link together
different views of the same solution and to see patterns that would be otherwise difﬁcult to extract. An alternative would be to use
dynamic highlighting such as is implemented in the statistical software, JMP, which allows direct connection between graphs. While
the methods presented work for larger numbers of input and response variables, we do recommend that decision-makers carefully
think about the number of responses over which to optimize, as there can be increasingly severe trade-offs between choices and
overall mediocre performance of many responses when a large number of responses are simultaneously optimized.
To illustrate the new graphical tools and demonstrate the improved scalability for higher dimensions, we revisit the tire tread
optimization example described by Derringer and Suich.1 The goal of the study, as speciﬁed in the deﬁne stage of DMRCS, is to ﬁnd
the ideal combination of three ingredients (hydrated silica, ζ 1; silane couple agent level, ζ 2; and sulfur level, ζ 3; all measured in parts
per hundred) to optimize four characteristics of the tire (PICO abrasion index, y1; 200% modulus [Mod200], y2; elongation at break, y3;
and hardness, y4). After the measure stage of the DMRCS process veriﬁed that the responses can be adequately measured, the
objectives of the optimization are to maximize both PICO abrasion index and Mod200 and to achieve a target elongation of 500
and hardness of 67.5. The experiment data with 20 observations (reproduced in Table A.1 in the Appendix) were collected within
the desired operating region with ζ 1 ∈ [0.38, 2.02], ζ 2 ∈ [33.6, 66.4], and ζ 3 ∈ [1.4, 3.2] to understand the relationship between inputs
and responses; all input factors were coded (formula are given in Table A.1) to lie in the interval xi ∈ [1.633, 1.633], i = 1, 2, 3. The data
were generated from a three-variable, rotatable, central composite design with six center points.1 Second-degree polynomial
response surfaces were ﬁt for each response variable, and the response surfaces ﬁt via least square estimation appear in the
succeeding texts.
ŷ1 ¼ 139:12 þ 16:49x 1 þ 17:88x 2 þ 10:91x 3  4:01x 21  3:45x 22  1:57x 23 þ 5:13x 1 x 2 þ 7:13x 1 x 3 þ 7:88x 2 x 3
ŷ2 ¼ 1261:11 þ 268:15x 1 þ 246:5x 2 þ 139:48x 3  83:55x 21  124:79x 22 þ 199:17x 23 þ 69:38x 1 x 2 þ 94:13x 1 x 3 þ 104:38x 2 x 3
ŷ3 ¼ 400:38  99:67x 1  31:40x 2  73:92x 3 þ 7:93x 21 þ 17:31x 22 þ 0:43x 23 þ 8:75x 1 x 2 þ 6:25x 1 x 3 þ 1:25x 2 x 3
ŷ4 ¼ 68:91  1:41x 1 þ 4:32x 2 þ 1:63x 3 þ 1:56x 21 þ 0:06x 22  0:32x 23  1:63x 1 x 2 þ 0:13x 1 x 3  0:25x 2 x 3
The desired operating region is chosen to be a spherical region centered at the origin of the coded values, with a radius of 1.6331.
To approximate the response surfaces within the operating region, we can deﬁne a grid of locations that evenly span the space and
estimate their associated response values using the ﬁtted models mentioned in the preceding texts. Using a grid of 2301 points with
coded factor values as multiples of 0.2, Table I summarizes the range of the estimated response values across the operating region as
well as its size relative to the estimated variability of each response. For example, the estimated PICO values range between 50.5 and
242.2, with the range value being 34.2 times the estimated standard deviation of the process. This ratio of the range of response
values to the estimated standard deviation can be considered as a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio, which captures the variability
in the response values across the operating space calibrated by its natural variability (noise). A large signal-to-noise ratio indicates that
the response changes considerably across the operating region relative to its noise. Hence, responses with larger signal-to-noise ratios
are anticipated to have potentially larger inﬂuence on the shape of the PF when uncertainty is incorporated. Table I shows that,
among the four responses, PICO and elongation have the largest signal-to-noise ratios at around 34, while Mod200 has the smallest
signal-to-noise ratio at around 9. Therefore, it should not be surprising if the PICO and elongation have the largest impact on the
formation of the PF, while Mod200 has the least inﬂuence due to estimation uncertainty.

ŷi Þminðŷi Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Table I. Summaries of the range of estimated response values relative to the estimated variability as measured by maxðp
for
MSE i
1
the four responses in the tire tread optimization example from Derringer and Suich
Estimated response surfaces
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
maxðŷi Þminðŷi Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
MSE i
minðŷi Þ
maxðŷi Þ
maxðŷi Þ  minðŷi Þ
Response
MSEE
i
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PICO
Mod200
Elongation
Hardness

5.611
328.7
20.55
1.267
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50.5
7.2
153.3
57.7

242.2
3010.2
846.9
87.7

191.7
3003
693.6
30

34.2
9.14
33.8
23.7
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Based on the observed data in Table A.1, if we consider optimization of each response surface individually, we ﬁnd that the ﬁrst
two responses, PICO and Mod200, tend to be best when all three input variables take on larger values. The elongation response tends
to be near its target when the amount of silica is low, while the hardness response tends to achieve its target for low-to-moderate
values of silane. When examining the estimated response surfaces separately, we clearly see that there is no single combination of
input factors that is universally good for all four responses, and thus trade-offs and compromises are necessary to simultaneously
optimize these four responses.
One of the key elements of the ﬁnal three stages of DMRCS and PF two-stage decision-making processes is to use a structured
approach paired with versatile graphical tools to facilitate informed decision making. This requires using efﬁcient graphical
summaries12,13,16,18–20 to quantify and visualize the PF solutions as well as the contending choices with different possible user
priorities. For multiple response optimization, visualization of the responses, the PF, and the contending candidate solutions becomes
difﬁcult even for moderate dimensions of both the response variables and input factors. For instance, in our case study, visualizing the
different surfaces across the three-dimensional input space through contour plots requires many slices based on one of the inputs to
gain an impression of the overall surface. This then needs to be repeated for each of the four responses. Hence, even the starting
point of the analysis is tricky to visualize, and our goal is to offer suggestions about how to make understanding the optimization
options available in the input space more manageable.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the two-stage PF approach to decision making when the
goal is to simultaneously optimize multiple response variables. The ﬁrst objective stage of the decision-making process for the tire
tread example, with new development in graphical summaries for higher dimensions, is illustrated in Section 3. Then, Section 4
illustrates more visualization tools developed for facilitating the structured subjective decision-making process in the second stage,
with improved scalability. Section 5 contains some discussion and concluding remarks.

2. Multiple response decision making using a Pareto front approach
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After carefully selecting the responses over which to optimize (deﬁne) and ensuring that adequate data are available (measure), the
two-stage PF approach to decision making consists of an objective stage (which matches the reduce step of DMRCS) and a
subjective stage (divided into the combine and select steps in DMRCS). The goal of the objective stage is to identify the most
promising solutions – those on the PF – and eliminate all inferior solutions. A solution is said to be inferior (or dominated) if there
is at least one other solution that has all criterion values at least as good as the inferior solution, with at least one that is strictly
better. During this objective stage, it is helpful to understand the interrelationships between the response variables under
consideration, as well as the dependent relationships between the input factors and the response variables, for the solutions on
the PF within the desired operation/design region. Additionally, it is useful to investigate how estimation uncertainty affects the
consistency with which locations appear on the PF. In the subjective stage, the decision-makers narrow down the set of contending
solutions, based on their own priorities about the relative importance of the criteria and the performance of the contending
solutions, until a ﬁnal decision is made. We next describe key steps in both stages, and the new graphical summaries designed
to be applicable to a larger number of response variables and a higher dimensional input factor space, in more detail before
considering the illustrative example in Section 3.
After ﬁtting the response models based on the initial data, the objective stage begins by deﬁning a grid of locations in the
operating region over which to approximate the response surfaces. A reasonable strategy for spacing the grid points in the operating
region is to consider what level of practical precision there is for implementing solutions in the actual process for the input factor
settings. It is important to choose this carefully, as grid points that are too close together result in too many locations, especially when
there are a large number of input factors, and can increase computational complexity, while grid points that are too far apart may
result in a poor approximation of the true response surface, and thus the selection of an sub-optimal solution. From this grid of
locations in the operating region, the response surfaces are approximated based on the ﬁtted models using the point estimates of
model parameters, which are referred to as the mean models throughout the paper. Then, from the estimated response values from
the mean models for all locations on the grid, the PF is identiﬁed. To keep the computational demand in higher dimensions
manageable, it can be advantageous to use a coarser grid initially when examining the entire operating region then use a ﬁner grid
to ﬁne tune the identiﬁed PF once inferior portions of the operating region have been eliminated.
After obtaining the PF based on the mean models, the objective stage explores general patterns between the inputs and
responses for solutions on the PF as well as the trade-offs between different responses. To examine trade-offs among the variables,
it is helpful to put all of the responses on a common desirability scale, scored from 1 for the best value of a response and 0 for the
worst. There are many sensible ways to scale the responses to create these desirability scores; this could include the best and worst
values for each response from the PF or from the entire grid of locations spanning the input factor space. To evaluate estimation
uncertainty and keep the results consistent in their desirability scales, we choose to use the 99% conﬁdence bounds across the
operating space to determine the best and worst response values. More details on the scaling scheme are elaborated in Section 3.
Chapman et al.19 describe two different ﬁgures to achieve the goals of stage 1. The ﬁrst (Figure 1 of Ref. 19) allows the users to see
what input factor values yield solutions on the PF. However, the limitation of this ﬁgure is that it works only for a two-dimensional
space and is hard to adapt for cases with more than two input factors. The second ﬁgure (Figure 2 of Ref. 19) allows the users to
examine trade-offs between the response values for the solutions on the PF, but it is displayed in a set of pairwise scatterplots,
and the number of ﬁgures increases quickly as the number of responses increases. In this paper, we introduce a new and more
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compact presentation that combines the information in those plots into a single, ﬂexible graphical summary. This new graph allows
users to visualize the input space, the desirability values for each response, and the trade-offs between the different responses for any
number of input or response variables. This summary is ﬂexible and informative because users can sort based on a number of
different values, including the desirability values for any response or any input factor values, to get different views of the
interrelationship between the responses and their dependent relationship with the input factors.
In addition to understanding the shape of the PF, the trade-offs between responses, and the relationship between the responses
and input factors based on the mean model, we also want to understand the uncertainty in the estimated response surfaces, which as
a result can lead to different PFs and possibly different solutions chosen as optimal. Chapman et al.20 found that the set of PF optimal
solutions can be inﬂuenced by the signal-to-noise ratio for the different response variables. It is important for realistic decision making
to understand the consistency of the PFs in the presence of the estimation uncertainty as part of the optimization process. This can be
evaluated via simulation, where numerous response surfaces consistent with the observed data are generated,19 and for each set of
simulated response surfaces, the PF is identiﬁed. Some useful graphical summaries, appropriate for a ﬂexible number of response
variables, are developed in this paper to quantify the uncertainty by examining the frequency with which locations appear on the
simulated PFs.
Once we have developed our overall understanding of the contending solutions and eliminated inferior solutions, the decisionmaking process continues to the second, subjective stage of the process to hone in on a ﬁnal decision. A DF will be used to rank
the solutions for varied weighting preferences. Hence, the practitioner needs to choose an appropriate DF form (e.g., additive or
multiplicative) to combine the multiple responses into a single summary score. The goal is to gain an understanding of which
solutions are best for different weight combinations, as well as which locations are robust across many possible weights. A mixture
plot12,21 can be a very effective way to convey this information for scenarios with no more than three response variables. Lu and
Anderson-Cook14 adapt the mixture plot for four criteria by using slices of mixture plots at selected weights for one of the criteria.
But it does not scale well for higher dimensions because it requires doing many slices at all selected weight combinations for a subset
of criteria, and the number of ﬁgures can grow quickly as the number of responses increase. In this paper, we propose a new
desirability–weight–input–volume (DWIV) plot that combines all the information more efﬁciently into a single ﬁgure that scales well
to higher dimensions. From the DWIV plot, we can examine trade-offs between the different response variables and the relationship
between the desirability of responses and the input factors and identify the range of weight combinations for which each solution is
optimal, as well as the fraction of all weight combinations for which each solution is optimal. Because of the consistent sorting of the
solutions across all of the different subﬁgures, the user is able to extract all meaningful summaries for a given solution of interest
easily. The plot is designed to be straightforward to sort based on any of the inputs, responses, or locations in the design space.
The DWIV plot can be very informative to help the decision-maker better understand which solutions are best for certain weight
combinations and their associated input factor values and which solutions are robust across a variety of interested weight
combinations.
With the rich information captured in the DWIV plot, the practitioners are now in a much better position to make a tailored ﬁnal
decision. There are two paths forward from this point in general: If the decision-makers have a priori preferences about the relative
weightings of the responses, they should focus on solutions that match those preferences and narrow down from there to make a
ﬁnal decision; alternatively, if there is large amount of ambiguity about weighting preferences, a decision-maker could focus on
solutions that are most robust across a variety of weight combinations. For the example in this paper, we take the former approach
and use the DWIV plot to more closely examine solutions that perform best in a more focused weight range. Based on this result, we
can further narrow our choices down to a couple of small regions in the input factor space. Once the location space of interest is
reduced, we can examine these small regions using a ﬁner grid for improved precision for approximating the response surfaces. In
addition, estimation uncertainty can be evaluated using simulations, and its impact can also be incorporated into the DWIV plot by
including uncertainty bounds on trade-off plots and examining the average fraction of weight combinations for which the solutions
are optimal. This allows the decision-makers to develop a realistic sense about what range of desirability values are actually possible
for the solutions that match their priorities, as well as how frequently those solutions are selected as best for some weight
combinations. The decision-makers can then make a decision that takes into account the estimation uncertainty rather than simply
using only the mean model, which can lead to sub-optimal solutions and over-conﬁdence in the results. Once the decision-maker has
a small number of contending solutions that match their priorities, the fraction of weight space (FWS) plot,16,19,22 a dimension-free
summary that quantiﬁes the relative merits of individual solutions, can be used to aid in the ﬁnal decision.

3. Improving scalability in the objective stage

730

This section describes the objective stage in the modiﬁed process, which aims to identify promising solutions using the PF and
eliminate the non-contenders from further consideration. In addition, we want to explore the general pattern of the PF, including
the trade-offs between responses as well as how the input factor settings in the design space impact the performance of different
responses. Lastly, it is helpful to understand the consistency of the PFs in the presence of estimation uncertainty to facilitate making
an informed decision.
In this objective stage, we take a two-step approach. In the ﬁrst step, we use the mean models as an approximation of the true
response surfaces and identify the PF for the four responses using a relatively coarse grid of locations that span the entire operating
region. By using a grid of points with input factor values as multiples of 0.2 for the tire tread optimization example, we choose 2301
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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operating locations to get approximate estimates of the response surfaces using the mean models. A PF consisting of 872 locations
was identiﬁed from the 2301 operating locations. For any location on the PF, there is no operating location in the grid of design space
locations strictly dominating the location on the PF by having at least as good performance for all responses and strictly better
performance for at least one response.
The top panel in Figure 1 illustrates the trade-offs between the four responses by showing the desirability scores (scored from 1 for
the best to 0 for the worst) for the 872 points on the PF from the mean models. Four colors with different symbols are used to
distinguish the responses. The locations on the PF are sorted based on their desirability scores for PICO (black), Mod200 (blue),
elongation (red), and hardness (green), sequentially. As we discuss later, one of the ﬂexible options for this plot is the ability to sort
the values in the plot based on different summaries (such as responses, inputs factors, or labels for the locations). This allows the user
to extract features and patterns based on their current priorities. As the dimension of either the number of responses or the number
of input factors increases, the ability to generate ﬂexible plots to dynamically explore the data based on different queries allows for
improved understanding of the results.
The desirability scores are scaled using 99% conﬁdence bounds to determine the best and worst response values. For each
response, we calculate the 99% two-sided conﬁdence interval for the mean response at all operating locations, which is given by
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 1
x’0 β̂±t0:005;np MSEx’0 X’ X x0 at a particular location x0 = (x01, x02, …, x0p) ’. In this formula, β̂ denotes the vector of the estimated
model parameters, MSE is the mean squared error of the ﬁtted response model, X denotes the model matrix of n × p dimension
spanning over all model terms, and t0.005,n  p is the 99.5% percentile of the Student t-distribution with n  p degrees of freedom.
Then, the best and worst response values are determined based on the best and worst conﬁdence bound values across the entire
operating region. In particular, for PICO and Mod200, which we aim to maximize, we use the largest upper bound over all locations
as the best value and the smallest lower bound over all locations as the worst value. For elongation and hardness, where we want to
hit targets, the best value is selected as zero if at least one of the conﬁdence intervals contains the target value. The worst value is
selected as the largest absolute deviation from the target for all upper and lower bounds across all locations.
Several patterns can be observed from the top panel in Figure 1. First, comparing across all four responses, there is the least
amount of trade-off between PICO and Mod200. As the desirability increases for PICO, the blue line for Mod200’s desirability closely
tracks the black line for PICO, with relatively little ﬂuctuation. On the other hand, there is considerably more ﬂuctuation in the
desirability values of elongation and hardness as PICO’s desirability increases. This indicates more trade-offs and less association
between these two responses and PICO. PICO and elongation show the largest trade-off among all the responses. Second, the
desirability scores show different ranges for the different responses. The elongation desirability values are spread between 0 and 1
for all points on the PF. The majority of desirability scores for PICO are between 0.3 and 1, with only a few locations having very poor
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Figure 1. The trade-off plot with desirability values of the four responses stacked with input factor values for the Pareto front (PF) based on the mean models. The 872
designs on the PF are sorted by the desirability values for PICO, Mod200, elongation, and lastly, hardness. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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desirability scores below 0.3. The Mod200 range rarely achieves the extremes, with most desirability values between 0.2 and 0.7. In
contrast, more points on the PF have relatively high desirability score for hardness, mostly above 0.4 and all above 0.2. Altogether,
this indicates that the solutions on the PF either have good PICO but poor elongation scores or have poor PICO but good elongation
scores, while the locations on the PF generally have mediocre Mod200 values, and the hardness scores vary considerably between fair
to good. Therefore, by examining the trade-off plot, decision-makers can better understand the amount of trade-off required between
the different responses. In this example, the most severe trade-off, which is the most important aspect for driving a decision, occurs
between PICO and elongation. The Mod200 and hardness responses tend to have less inﬂuence on the ﬁnal decision, because there
are less pronounced trade-offs between these responses and the others and because of their good to moderate desirability scores
across a number of the PF locations. This matches our intuition about the relative impacts of the responses based on their signalto-noise ratios from Table I.
The bottom three panels in Figure 1 show the corresponding values for the three input factors for the 872 locations on the PF
based on the mean models. This approach, with the input factor levels shown for each solution, builds a connection between inputs
and responses, while allowing details on the operating location values to be extracted, even as the number of input factors increases.
Again, there are a couple of observations that can be made. First, most of the points on the PF have silica values above 1 on
the coded scale, while the range of values for silane and sulfur covers the entire operating range between 1.5 and 1.5. This
shows that the operating region with low silica values (<1) is generally associated with non-contending solutions, and these
locations should not be considered further. Second, higher silica and sulfur values are generally associated with higher PICO,
but lower elongation desirability values. In addition, silane has a strong impact on hardness’s desirability, with higher silane
values being associated with lower hardness desirability scores. This can be better observed if we sort the locations primarily
based on hardness (Figure B.1 in the Appendix).
Recall that one feature that the plot from Figure 1 offers is the ability to sort the desirability values based on different measures,
such as inputs or responses, to allow for pattern extraction. Figure 2 shows an alternate view of Figure 1, where the locations on the
PF are sorted according to the values of different input factors. The top panel is still the desirability scores for the four responses,
shown with colors, symbols, and scaling consistent with Figure 1. In contrast to Figure 1, the locations in Figure 2 are sorted according
to the input factor values based on silica, silane, and then sulfur. The obvious systematic pattern shown in the bottom three plots
indicates how the locations are spread throughout the design space. While Figure 1 and other variations sorted according to the
responses are helpful for showing the interrelationship between the responses, variations of the plot similar to Figure 2 allow us to
see patterns related to the dependent relationships between the responses and the input factors.
More observations can be made to help us understand the response surfaces and also conﬁrm ﬁndings from Figure 1. Because
Figure 2 is sorted primarily based on silica, the features relating this input to the responses are most prominent. First, there is a
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Figure 2. The trade-off plot sorted by the input factor values for silica, silane, and then sulfur. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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moderate positive correlation between silica and PICO’s desirability and a negative correlation between silica and elongation’s
desirability. Second, as silane increases, there is a strong decreasing pattern in the desirability of hardness. By adjusting the order
of the input factors based on which we sort the locations, we can also observe that the desirability of elongation tends to drop
as sulfur increases (Figure B.2 in the Appendix). Also, if we ﬁx silane, the desirability of hardness tends to drop as sulfur increases
(Figure B.3 in the Appendix). This improved understanding of the relationships between the individual responses and the input
factors allows us to better connect the desired response performance with the corresponding input factor regions and hence
help decision-makers to quickly identify the desired regions once they have a better understanding of their goals and the relative
contributions from each of the responses.
After understanding the general patterns of the PF based on the mean models for the responses and the connection to design
space locations, next we want to understand the uncertainty associated with the identiﬁed PF. The uncertainty stems from the
estimated response surfaces based on the observed data. This allows us to see how robust our decision based on the mean models
is to the approximations of the response surfaces. To evaluate the uncertainty of the PFs, we did a simulation to get 1000
approximations of the response surfaces consistent with the observed data. The simulation used model parameters from a
multivariate normal distribution, with the mean equal to the point estimates obtained by using least square estimation, and variance
as the inverse of the estimated information matrix and calculated by MSE(X’X) 1. For each iteration of the simulation, the responses
were calculated at all locations in the grid of 2301 locations using the generated model parameters for all four response models. More
details for generating the simulated response surfaces are available in Chapman et al.19
For every set of simulated response surfaces, the PF was identiﬁed. Due to the uncertainty in the estimated model
parameters, as well as the responses, the relative performance of the locations varies from simulation to simulation, and hence
the locations on the PF can change. If the true response surfaces are known, then the true PF is only determined by the
interrelationship of the response surfaces, and the user’s choice on the ﬁneness of the grid affects the level of the discrete
approximation to the continuous true PF. However, when there is uncertainty, the relationship between locations can be
distorted by the uncertainty of the estimated responses and how big it is compared with the differences in the response
values. The former is affected by both the natural variability of the individual responses and the location of the input factors in the
design space. The latter is affected by the shape and interrelationship of the response surfaces, as well as the coarseness of the grid
the users chose to explore the operating region. For example, if the variation is large compared with the difference in the response
values for nearby locations (a small signal-to-noise ratio), then all the locations tend to share the opportunity of appearing on the
PF, and hence the identiﬁed PFs may vary a lot across simulations, and each location has a smaller frequency of appearing on the
PF. But if the variation is quite small, then the simulated PFs are more consistent, and the dominating locations have a higher
appearance frequency. Generally, the response surfaces with more curvature and smaller variation tend to have more consistent
PFs, while the response surfaces with less curvature and larger variation can lead to a split in the adjacent locations in their role for
contributing to the PF and hence more variation in the identiﬁed PFs. Also, the user’s choice of the coarseness of the grid can also affect
the relative magnitude of the change in the response values between adjacent values and the associated uncertainty at different
locations. The use of a coarser grid tends to result in more consistent PFs, while the ﬁner grid is usually associated with more
competition between solutions in nearby locations and hence more variation in the identiﬁed PFs. However, due to the complexity
of the interrelation between the different contributing factors for different applications, it is difﬁcult to precisely anticipate the impact
of uncertainty on the results without actually examining it through simulation.
Figure 3 summarizes the ‘typical’ performance of the 872 allocations on the PF based on the mean models across the 1000
simulated response surfaces as well as their frequency of appearance on the PF. The top panel shows the median desirability scores
for all four responses over all simulated response surfaces, where the locations are again sorted based on PICO, Mod200, elongation,
and then hardness. In general, we can observe similar trade-off patterns between the responses as in Figure 1, with slightly more local
ﬂuctuations. The most severe trade-off is still observed between PICO and elongation. Mod200 follows the trend of PICO, with slightly
lower desirability for more desired values of PICO. The desirability of hardness generally has the largest ﬂuctuation among the three
responses other than PICO, and its ﬂuctuation reduces for more desirable PICO values. The bottom panel shows the frequency of
appearance on the PFs over the 1000 simulated response surfaces. There is a large amount of ﬂuctuation in how frequently adjacent
locations in the plot appear on the PF. The range of the frequency is between 0 to 80%, and there are many locations appearing on
the PF in 40% or fewer of the simulations. There is a slight ascending trend in frequency toward the right side of the plot where PICO
has higher desirability scores. As with Figure 1, it is possible to explore speciﬁc relationships and patterns by sorting the observations
based on several factors, including the responses or the frequency of appearance on the simulated PFs.
Figure 4 compares the performance of points on the PF based on the mean models, with all locations evaluated in the entire
design space in terms of the frequency of appearance on the PF across the simulated response surfaces. The horizontal axis in the
plot shows different frequency thresholds ranging between 0 (never on the simulated PFs) and 1 (always on the simulated PFs).
The vertical axis displays the proportion of points, with frequency of appearance above or equal to the certain thresholds. Closed
circles with the solid curve denote locations on the PF based on the mean models, while open circles with the dashed curve are
the entire collection of 2301 locations across the operating region. We can see that locations on the PF from the mean model have
generally larger proportions with higher appearance frequency. However, this advantage diminishes as the frequency threshold
increases to above 60%. This shows that the PF based on the mean models does have slightly more robust appearance performance
across the simulated response surfaces. However, there is still a considerable amount of variation associated with the PF as estimation
uncertainty is incorporated. While using the mean model is helpful to identify promising locations, it is clear that more exploration
and graphical summaries are needed to help select a best overall location that performs well for the user’s identiﬁed priorities in
the presence of estimation uncertainty.
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Figure 3. The top panel (a) the trade-off plot of the median desirability scores across 1000 simulations for all 872 locations that are on the mean model PF. The
locations are sorted based on the desirability values, for PICO, Mod200, elongation, and lastly, hardness. The bottom panel (b) the frequency of appearance on
the PF across the 1000 simulations. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 4. The proportion of points that appear on the PF with at least a certain probability threshold for (a) all 2301 solutions on the grid over the entire design space
(shown with the open circles and the dash curve) and (b) the 872 solutions identiﬁed on the PF using the mean models (shown with the closed circles and the solid curve)
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Considering how quickly the complexity of the decision increases as the dimensions of the problems increase, there are
advantages to eliminating non-contending solutions based on the mean models in the objective stage to keep the decisionmaking process more manageable, but it is also important to consider solutions with good robustness to uncertainty. The
practitioners need to be aware that the mean model approximation is not a panacea, and there still could be large amount of
uncertainty in the identiﬁed set of promising solutions. In this example, the mean model approximation is a sensible compromise
that was intentionally made to control the complexity and to help with the decision-making process. However, the uncertainty is
still an important facet to understand when making a realistic decision, and we quantify its impact on ﬁnal decision in the later
stages of our structured procedure.
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4. Improving scalability in the subjective stage
In the objective stage, we have reduced our choices from 2301 locations in the operating region down to the 872 locations on the
mean model PF. In addition, we have gained an understanding about the interrelationship and trade-offs between the responses
and how these are associated with different input factor values, as well as the impact of estimation uncertainty on the identiﬁed
PF and its solutions. Next, we further narrow down the choices by incorporating user preferences and priorities. This is referred to
as the subjective stage in our decision-making process. Due to the complexity of the problem and the large number of choices on
the PF, a couple of structured steps are used to gradually narrow down our choices.
First, we want to further evaluate the performance of solutions on the PF for different weighting preferences to help identify some
potential operating regions associated with more desirable performance. The performance of a solution for a particular weighting
choice is evaluated based on an overall desirability score obtained by combining the multiple response desirability scores
based on a chosen DF form. To make the analysis comparable to Derringer and Suich,1 we chose to use the multiplicative DF of
4

the form DF mult ðj; wÞ ¼ ∏ C i ðj Þwi , where Ci(j) represents the scaled desirability score (between 0 and 1) for response i for location j,
i¼1

and w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ’ is the weight vector with

4
X
w i ¼ 1 and 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1. We propose a new graphical tool that is easier to adapt
i¼1

for high-dimensional cases than the sliced mixture plot by Lu and Anderson-Cook.14
The DWIV plot, developed for this purpose, is shown in Figure 5. To produce this plot, we evaluate all the solutions found on the mean
model PF at a ﬁne grid of weighting choices, w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ’, across the entire weighting space, and identify the optimal solution for
each set of weights. Then, a subset of the top choices that are optimal for a larger proportion of weight combinations is selected,
because this subset contains solutions more robust to user ambiguity about weighting preferences. The weights were chosen to have
all entries as multiples of 0.02, that is, with 0.02 spacing for adjacent points on the grid. As a result, 23 426 sets of weight combinations
were evaluated to ﬁnd the optimal solution for each set of possible weights. The top 85 solutions that are optimal for at least 0.5% of the
total weighting region (or ≥117 sets of weighting choices) were identiﬁed. Figure 5 summarizes key information for the selected 85

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. The desirability–weight–input–volume (DWIV) plot for the 85 solutions that are optimal for at least 0.5% of all possible weights based on using the multiplicative
desirability function and the mean models. The subplots from the top to the bottom show (a) the desirability values of all four responses, (b) the range of weights for which
a design has optimal desirability value for individual responses, (c) the input factor values, and (d) the fraction of volume of the weights for which a solution is optimal.
[Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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solutions using four subplots. The top panel shows the scaled desirability scores for the responses. Similar to Figures 1 and 2, colors and
symbols are used to distinguish different responses. The 85 solutions in all four panels are sorted by their desirability scores for PICO,
Mod200, elongation, and lastly, hardness. Even though this subset contains only less than 10% of the locations on the entire PF, this
plot resembles the general patterns observed in Figure 1. In addition, it is more obvious that the solutions seem to be divided into
two groups. The ﬁrst group on the left-hand side of the plot generally has relatively low PICO and Mod200 desirability scores but high
elongation desirability scores and very good hardness desirability values. The second group on the right-hand side tends to have good
PICO and fairly good Mod200 and hardness but poor elongation desirability scores. This is consistent with our understanding from the
previous ﬁgures that the most trade-off occurs between PICO and elongation, which is a main factor in the ﬁnal decision.
The second panel shows the weight ranges for all responses for which the solutions are optimal. We can see for each location that
there are four vertical line segments shown in different colors; the colors of the line segments match the colors for the four responses
in the top panel. Each line segment connects the maximum and minimum weights for which the solution is optimal for a particular
response. For improved visualization, a gray vertical dashed line separates adjacent locations. The relative position of the line
segment in the [0, 1] vertical space indicates where the optimal weights are located for each particular solution. For example,
Location 117, on the left side of the plot, is optimal when elongation is weighted more than PICO, hardness is weighted less than
half, and Mod200 is weighted less than 20%. Long line segments for all the responses indicate more robust performance for an
optimal solution. Most importantly, it allows the users to visualize where optimal weights are located and how closely they match
with user priorities.
The third panel in Figure 5 displays the input factor values for each of the 85 selected locations. Different symbols and shades of
gray are used to distinguish the three input factors. This plot allows the users to directly connect their choices with the physical
locations in the operating region. We can see a clear distinction between the two groups of choices with different response
performance. The ﬁrst group with lower PICO and higher elongation desirability scores is generally associated with low levels for
sulfur, while the second group of locations with higher PICO and lower elongation desirability scores tends to be associated with high
levels for sulfur. The silica values are generally around the middle levels, with the second group having slightly higher values than the
ﬁrst group. This matches with our observation from Figure 2 that higher silica and sulfur values tend to be associated with higher PICO
but lower elongation desirability scores. The silane value has a strong negative association with the hardness desirability score. Hence,
the second group has more locations at higher silane levels than the ﬁrst group.
The last panel of Figure 5 is a bar plot showing the volume of the optimal weight region for each selected location. This gives direct
quantiﬁcation of the robustness characteristic for each solution. One interesting observation is that the solutions with more trade-offs
between PICO and elongation tend to be associated with larger volumes of weights and hence better robustness, while the locations
in the middle region of the plot which represent more balanced performance of PICO and elongation are less robust to the ambiguity
in the speciﬁed weights. This information is helpful for choosing between individual solutions when they have similar performance
within the user-preferred weighting regions.
Figure 5 is informative for showing general patterns as well as the individual performance of competing solutions. Again, because
of the consistent sorting of the solutions across all of the different subﬁgures, the user is able to extract all meaningful summaries for
any particular solution easily. This can help the users to make direct connections between the user priorities, the associated response
performance, and the corresponding operating region. From Figure 5, the user can make choices that shape the remainder of the
decision-making process. To arrive at a ﬁnal optimal location, the user should (i) use a ﬁner grid to explore more interesting regions
to get a more accurate approximation of the response surfaces and (ii) examine the impact of the uncertainty associated with the
estimated responses when the subjective user priorities are incorporated.
For scenarios when users have little idea of how to value and prioritize the responses, Figure 5, which examines the
entire weighting space, can certainly help the users identify more interesting regions for further explorations. For scenarios
when users have more focused weighting preferences, this ﬁgure can be adapted to match the more focused user’s priorities.
For the case study of Derringer and Suich,1 the original analysis used equal weights for all the responses, that is, a weight vector
w = (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25) ’ was used to optimize the DF. In reality, it is often hard for the practitioners to justify a very precise
weighting preference, and it is common to have some ambiguity when determining the sensible weighting choices. Hence, we
consider using a focused weight region similar to that proposed by Lu, Anderson-Cook, and Lin,22 with approximately equal
weighting to allow some extra ﬂexibility. More speciﬁcally, our weighting region includes all weight vectors w = (w1, w2, w3, w4) ’ that
4
X
satisfy 0.2 ≤ wi ≤ 0.3 and
w i ¼ 1. This corresponds to a tetrahedron at the center of the weighting space. We still use the grid of
i¼1
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weights as multiples of 0.02, and there are 146 weight combinations to explore in this focused region. Note that the focused priorities
should be determined based on an in-depth understanding of the particular application and all related factors. Without such
knowledge or information, it is safer to consider a larger weight region to avoid making overly simpliﬁed subjective choices that could
lead to sub-optimal solution.
Figure 6 shows another DWIV plot for the focused central weighting region chosen based on roughly equal weighting of all
responses. As we zoom in, the number of optimal solutions reduces considerably. There are only seven locations optimal for at least
one set of weights in this focused region. The ﬁrst ﬁve locations are quite similar in response values as well as their location in the
design space, while the last two are quite similar to each other but differ from the ﬁrst ﬁve. From the top panel, the ﬁrst ﬁve locations
1177, 1390, 1162, 1591, and 1376 all have high hardness and quite good elongation desirability scores, fair Mod200, and relatively
poor PICO desirability scores. The last two locations, 1834 and 1835, are adjacent locations on the grid. Both have fairly good PICO,
fair Mod200, and hardness desirability scores, and relatively poor elongation desirability scores. In the second panel, in addition to

Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. The DWIV plot for the seven designs that are optimal for at least one set of weights within a focused weighting region with 0.2 ≤ wi ≤ 0.3 for i = 1, ⋯, 4. In the
weight range plot (the second from the top), the gray dash lines display a subset of representative weight combinations for which a solution is optimal. [Colour ﬁgure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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using the line segments for showing the general range of optimal weights for each selected location, there is also a set of gray dashed
lines to showcase some representative weighting choices for which the particular location is optimal. From this, the user can extract
some particular weight combinations. Location 1390 is optimal for a large number of possible weights across the entire focused
weight region, with individual weight ranging between 0.2 and 0.3. Location 1177 is optimal for widely spread weights between
0.2 and 0.3 for Mod200 and hardness, and weight below 0.28 for PICO, but it is only optimal when elongation is weight close to
0.3. The longer line segments for all four responses for Location 1390 indicate more robustness, which is also evidenced by the larger
volume (above 0.7) of the optimal weights shown in the bottom bar plot. The last ﬁve locations all have relatively short line segments
in the second panel, which matches the small volume in the bottom plot. The third panel shows input factor values for the two design
regions of interest in this focused region. The ﬁrst region, labeled OR1, includes the ﬁrst ﬁve locations on the left-hand side of the plot,
which can be deﬁned by (x1, x2, x3) ∈ [0.1, 0.5] × [0.1, 0.5] × [1.6, 0.8]. The second operating region, labeled OR2, is based on the last
two locations in the plot, which can be deﬁned by (x1, x2, x3) ∈ [0.5, 0.7] × [1.1, 1.3] × [0.5, 0.9]. From Figure 6, OR1 (particularly around
Location 1390 with (x1, x2, x3) = (0.2, 0.4,  1.4)) seems most promising, as it is optimal for the majority of the weight choices in the
focused region. However, before making a ﬁnal decision, it is important to consider how model parameter uncertainty may impact
this choice.
Therefore, after identifying the two interesting small operating regions, we explore these regions with a ﬁner grid, with the input
factor values speciﬁed as multiples of 0.05 (four times ﬁner in each dimension) to get a more precise approximation of the response
surfaces. With the ﬁner grid, we evaluate 1879 locations in OR1 and 201 locations in OR2. In addition, we include uncertainty to
understand which locations have a higher probability of being optimal for more weighting choices in the focused region. Using
the same simulation method, we simulated 1000 sets of response surfaces for the two interested operational regions using the ﬁner
grid of locations. For each simulated PF, we ﬁnd the optimal location among the 2080 (=1879 + 201) locations for each set of 891
weight combinations in the focused weighting region (using a ﬁner weight grid with 0.01 unit spacing). Then, we ﬁnd the average
optimal weight volume as the proportion of the weighting region for which each location is optimal averaged over the 1000
simulated PFs. This summary takes into account not only the robustness of a location’s performance to the user speciﬁed ambiguity
about the weights but also how frequent a location is considered optimal while the estimation uncertainty is incorporated. Based on
this summary, we choose the top locations with the highest average optimal weight volume across the simulations, which represent
greater robustness to both the weight ambiguity and estimation uncertainty.
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Table II summarizes the average optimal weight volume and the corresponding input factor values for the top 20 solutions with
the highest average optimal volumes. The closest match on the ﬁner grid to the Derringer and Suich1 solution, labeled Location
1660, is also added for comparison. First, all top 20 solutions come from the OR1. The highest ranking for locations from the OR2
is 225. This matches with our intuition from Figure 6 that OR1 is associated with more robust optimal solutions for the user’s priorities.
The top choice is Location 212, with (x1, x2, x3) = (0.2, 0.4,  1.5), which is optimal for 0.6% of the total interested weight region
averaged over 1000 PFs. Note that the average optimal volume value is quite small compared with the optimal volume for the top
choice based on the mean model (Location 1390 in Figure 6). This is because for many simulated PFs when this location was not best
for any weight combinations, the optimal volume has a value of zero, which brings down the average volume across the simulated
PFs. This happens quite often because as we use ﬁner grid, more nearby locations with similar performance split the optimal volume
as the response surfaces ﬂuctuate across the simulations. This can be also observed from the close input factor values among the top
choices in Table II. The bottom row of Table II shows the closest match to the Derringer and Suich1 solution on the grid. This location
(1660) is optimal for virtually 0% of the focused weighting region across the simulations, which indicates that it is unlikely to be an
optimal solution for any approximation of the response surfaces consistent with the observed data. The two-stage PF approach
has identiﬁed better solutions for optimizing the responses with near equal weighting.
Figure 7 shows an adapted DWIV plot to incorporate the model parameter uncertainty for the top 20 solutions selected based on
the average optimal weight volume within the focused weight region. The closest match to the Derringer and Suich1 solution,
Location 1660 on the ﬁner grid, is also added for comparison. To incorporate the associated uncertainty in estimation, the top panel
shows the 2.5, 50, and 97.5% empirical desirability scores across the 1000 simulations for all responses. Due to the high similarity of
the top solutions, the uncertainty bands for PICO, Mod200, and hardness are almost ﬂat. There is slightly more ﬂuctuation for
elongation, but the overall difference in the desirability scores among the solutions is small. Location 1660 has similar PICO, hardness,
and elongation desirability scores but generally smaller Mod200 desirability score. The second panel shows the range of optimal
weights across the simulations for all responses at each location. This plot appears to be of very little interest, because all the top
20 solutions have optimal weights that cover the complete range of weighting choices between 0.2 and 0.3 from some of the
simulations. This ‘dull’ pattern shows that estimation uncertainty can lead to all 20 top solutions being best across the user’s
interested weighting region. In contrast, Location 1660 is consistently not optimal for any weighting combinations within the region
across the simulations. The third panel again conﬁrms how similar the locations of the top solutions are in the operating region,
particularly in the OR1. They all have very low values for sulfur, and slightly above middle level values for silica and silane. The best
Derringer and Suich1 solution has lower silica and silane values but a higher sulfur value. The bottom panel shows the average
optimal weight volume across the simulations. The locations are ordered from the high-to-low rank based on this last panel.
Figure 7 shows that the top solutions identiﬁed using our structured procedure have consistent and robust performance with
respect to weighting ambiguity and estimation uncertainty. For our particular user’s priorities, they all represent similar degrees of
trade-off not only between PICO and elongation but also somewhat with hardness and Mod200. All the selected solutions outperform
the Derringer and Suich1 solution based on the evaluation of the region surrounding equal weighting for all responses. The similarity
of the top locations is reassuring that we have identiﬁed an operating region with overall optimal performance for the user priorities.
Table II. Summary of the top 20 solutions based on the Pareto front approach and the closest match to the Derringer and Suich1
solution
Location index in ﬁner grid
Average optimal volume
Silica
Silane
Sulfur
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212
240
211
122
213
351
459
241
337
217
226
467
692
79
104
101
586
327
460
357
1660 (Derringer and Suich)
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0.006659
0.006301
0.005976
0.005811
0.005596
0.00547
0.005376
0.005296
0.005118
0.005088
0.005068
0.005066
0.004905
0.004644
0.004642
0.004552
0.004457
0.004389
0.004384
0.00436
0.000000

0.2
0.35
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.15
0.35
0.4
0.1
0.45
0.25
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.25
0.1
0.2
0.25
0.4
0.45
0.05

0.4
0.5
0.4
0.45
0.4
0.5
0.45
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.45
0.25
0.35
0.35
0.5
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.15

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.55
1.5
1.45
1.4
1.5
1.45
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.35
1.45
1.4
1.45
0.85
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Figure 7. The DWIV plot for the top 20 solutions selected based on the average optimal weight volume within the focused weigh region with 0.2 ≤ wi ≤ 0.3 for i = 1, ⋯, 4
across 1000 simulations. Note that in the top desirability plot, the uncertainty bands with the 2.5 and 97.5% percentiles of the desirability values across the 1000 simulations
are shown. The second weight range plot shows the range of optimal weights across 1000 simulations within the focused weighting region for which a solution is optimal.
The last solution Location 1660 is the closest match to the Derringer and Suich1 solution on the ﬁner grid. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Note from Table II that the top choice from the simulation while incorporating the uncertainty, Location 212 on the ﬁner grid, has the
input factor values (x1, x2, x3) = (0.2, 0.4,  1.5), and the top choice from the use of the mean model, Location 1390 on the coarse grid
with (x1, x2, x3) = (0.2, 0.4,  1.4), is the closest match from the choices on the coarse grid to the top solution based on incorporating
uncertainty. This similarity of results across the different stages is reassuring that the use of mean model approximation was a sensible
simpliﬁcation in the early stages when there were many aspects to consider and we needed some control to keep our task
manageable. However, it is unlikely that the results based on the mean model and with uncertainty included will universally match.
Hence, we recommend to always consider the impact of uncertainty whenever possible to avoid making a premature and possibly
inferior decision. It is helpful to compare results between the different approaches to see if there is consistency or if different optimal
locations are suggested, because an awareness of the similarity of results is helpful in the ﬁnal decision making and in having
conﬁdence in the choice.
After ﬁnding a small set of contending solutions that match our priorities, an FWS plot, shown in Figure 8, can be used to compare
the solutions based on their actual performance. The FWS plot16 is a dimension-free summary for quantifying the relative
performance of an individual solution to the best possible option at any weights summarized across all weight combinations of
interest. The plot is convenient as a summary because it scales well across any number of criteria of interest and can be ﬂexibly
adapted to show the entire set of weights or only for a portion of weights for a focused region.22 It was later adapted18 to incorporate
estimation uncertainty using uncertainty bounds. The relative performance of jth solution at the weight combination w was measured
DF ð j;wÞ
by the synthesized efﬁciency,13 deﬁned as SE ðj; wÞ ¼ max
DF ð j;wÞ . The relative performance is then summarized over the weighting
j
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region of interest to report what fraction of the interested weighting space the synthesized efﬁciency of a solution is above a certain
threshold. The 95% uncertainty bounds obtained using the 1000 simulated PFs are added for quantifying the uncertainty.
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Figure 8. The fraction of weight space plot with uncertainty bounds summarized over 1000 simulations for four solutions: the top two solutions from OR1 (Locations 212
and 240 in Table II, shown in red and blue), the top solution from OR2 (Location 2062 ranked as 225 over the 2080 locations on the ﬁner grid and shown in green), and the
closest match to the Derringer and Suich1 solution on the ﬁner grid (shown in black). [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 8 compares four representative solutions for their relative performance in the focused weight region where 0.2 ≤ wi ≤ 0.3 for
i = 1, ⋯, 4 for the four responses. The four selected solutions include the top two choices using our two-stage PF approach, that is,
Location 212 with (x1, x2, x3) = (0.2, 0.4,  1.5) and Location 240 with (x1, x2, x3) = (0.35, 0.5,  1.5), which are both from OR1; the top
choice from OR2 (Location 2062 with (x1, x2, x3) = (0.7, 1.2, 0.85), which is ranked 225 among all locations on the ﬁner grid in both
OR1 and OR2); and the closest match to the Derringer and Suich1 solution on the ﬁner grid (Location 1660 with (x1, x2, x3) =
(0.05, 0.15,  0.85)). The top two solutions from our selection approach (shown in red and blue) have consistently higher synthesized
efﬁciency across almost the entire focused weighting region (except for the very tail end near 100%). For more than 90% of the
selected weights, their worst-case performance across all of the simulations is above 80% of the best possible performance at that
weight combination. The top choices from OR2 (labeled in green) and the Derringer and Suich1 solution (labeled in black) have similar
performance to each other across most of the weight region. However, their curves are generally below those of our top two
solutions, indicating consistent underperformance for most of the weighting choices within the interested region.
It is interesting to note that while the top two solutions outperform the other solutions, there is considerable overlap in the
uncertainty bands from the four solutions. Hence, we are again reminded of the importance of considering the uncertainty associated
with estimating the model parameters as we look to optimize the process. On one hand, the uncertainty shows that there is no clear
universal winner when selecting a ﬁnal set of input factor values. However, the positive part of this result is that we are reminded that
there are multiple competitive solutions that each could be lead to good results when implemented. Including the uncertainty bands
adds realism to the interpretation and comparison of results and what can be expected when a ﬁnal set of input levels are
determined.

5. Conclusions
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As the number of input factors and responses over which to optimize increase, identifying a best solution for the priorities of a study
becomes increasingly difﬁcult. The DMRCS process with the embedded two-stage PF optimization approach provides a promising
roadmap to structured decision making. The reduce step eliminates the non-contenders in the objective stage. In the combine
and select steps, the user’s priorities are incorporated through the use of a DF with user speciﬁed weights. Initially focusing on the
mean model can be a practical strategy that allows the decision-maker to identify general patterns and trade-offs between the
responses. As with the tire tread optimization example, it is important to understand which responses can be simultaneously near
their optima as well as those which require difﬁcult trade-offs to be considered when beginning to narrow the choices for a ﬁnal
solution.
Just as it is difﬁcult to visualize larger numbers of raw response surfaces across a higher dimensional input space, understanding
the characteristics of the PF in higher dimensions is also challenging. The trade-off plot with stacked input factor values allows details
about the fronts to be easily examined. The consistent sorting of the solutions across all of the different subﬁgures allows the user to
be able to easily see the different summaries for a given solution. To help with the interpretation of these plots, it is helpful to look at
multiple versions where the user can choose how to sort based on the responses, inputs, or location numbers. The plots are ﬂexibly
Copyright © 2016 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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designed to allow for straightforward generation based on any desired sorting order. The graphics shown throughout the paper were
generated using code written in R and are available by request from the authors. Considering several tailored versions of the plots
with ﬂexible sorting can partially help mitigate the curse of higher dimensions for visualization.
To gain an understanding of how uncertainty can impact the robustness of results, it is helpful to use the simulated response
surfaces to show how the PFs change due to variability in the estimated response surfaces for the different criteria. Examining the
frequency of appearance on the PF across the simulations shows patterns about the stability of the front. Different regions of the
input space may be more consistently on the front than others.
During the second subjective stage of the optimization process, it is again helpful to initially focus on the results from the mean
model to understand ranges of weights where different input factor combinations perform well. The DWIV plot is a compact summary
that shows trade-offs between responses, weight combinations for which promising solutions are best, the location in the operating
region, and the robustness of results across different weight combinations. Variations of which solutions to consider allow for great
ﬂexibility for understanding of results across all weight combinations or for speciﬁc ranges of weights of primary interest to the user.
The DWIV plot can also be adapted in the later phase of the subjective stage to examine robustness of the results to estimation
uncertainty.
The use of a coarse initial grid of input factor combinations and then subsequent reﬁnement of the grid for regions of interest
allows for both high-level understanding of patterns as well as details when narrowing down to a small set of choices. The sequential
approach of initially using a coarser grid and then later switching to a ﬁner grid also keeps the computational burden of higher
dimensional input spaces more manageable.
Throughout the optimization process, balancing use of the mean model and an assessment of the role of estimation uncertainty
can provide a beneﬁcial view of promising solutions as well as realism about how these solutions might perform in any future
implementation. Creatively combining multiple plots and examining several versions of the same plot sorted by different sources
can all help with understanding the solution space and where it can be optimized for a particular user’s needs. There is merit to
thinking carefully about study priorities in order to limit the number of responses over which to simultaneously optimize. This can
avoid having to compromise too much on any individual response. However, if either the number of input factors or responses
becomes large, we have proposed some graphical and numerical summaries that can allow understanding and decision making
based on data-driven methods that incorporate the uncertainty associated with the responses.
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Appendix
A. Original experimental data table
Table A.1. The experimental data from the Derringer and Suich1 solution
Silane
Sulfur
PICO
Silica
2:3
1:2
50
x 2 ¼ ζ 210
x 3 ¼ ζ 30:5
Y1
Obs.
x 1 ¼ ζ 10:5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.633
1.633
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1.633
1.633
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1.633
1.633
0
0
0
0
0
0

102
120
117
198
103
132
132
139
102
154
96
163
116
153
133
133
140
142
145
142

Mod200
Y2

Elongation
Y3

Hardness
Y4

900
860
800
2294
490
1289
1270
1090
770
1690
700
1540
2184
1784
1300
1300
1145
1090
1260
1344

470
410
570
240
640
270
410
380
590
260
520
380
520
290
380
380
430
430
390
390

67.5
65
77.5
74.5
62.5
67
78
70
76
70
63
75
65
71
70
68.5
68
68
69
70

B. Supporting ﬁgures:
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Figure B.1. The trade-off plot for the 872 locations on the PF of the mean models sorted primarily based on hardness. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure B.2. The trade-off plot of the PF sorted primarily based on the input factor sulfur. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Figure B.3. The trade-off plot of the PF sorted primarily based on the input factor silane. [Colour ﬁgure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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